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Abstract
In this thesis we deal with Engel's Theorem about simultaneous triangulability
of the space of nilpotent operators closed under Lie bracket, one of the corner
stones of Lie Theory. This theorem was first proven in 1892 by F. Engel in his
paper [4]. Since then several various versions of this theorem and its proofs
have been suggesteD. ([3], [8], [12)). In some versions the authors deal with
weakly dosed sets of clements in associative algebras [6]. In the others they
look at representations of Lie algebras by nilpotent transformations of vector
spaces [3].
Recently people began looking at the version of Engel's Theorem for gener-
alized Lie algebras. Engel's Theorem in the case of ordinary Lie superalgebras
was mentioned (without praor) in the fundamental paper of V. Kac [81 de-
voted to the classification of simple finite-dimensional Lie superalgebras and
in the monograph of M. Schcuncrt [12]. It was quite clear that a similar result
should hold also in the case of more general color Lie superalgebras [21. The
most recent development leads to Lie algebras over Hopr algebras. A version
of Engel's Theorem for this much more general setting was suggested in the
Ph. D. dissertation of V. Linchenko [9J.
In this dissertation we choose one of the possible versions of Engel's Thco-
rem, in the spirit of Bourbaki [3J, using the approach via representation theory.
\Ve demonstrate how this approach can work in the case of the color Lie su-
peralgebras. We also tried the case of so called (H,.B)-Lie algebras where.B
is a bicharacter on iI. cotriangular Hopf algebra II. The result we give here
generalizes the case of ordinary Lie algebras but when restricted to the case
of color Lie sllperalgebras produces a considerably weaker result. The proof
of this result and several complementary lemmas was communicated to us by
M. Kotchetov.
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Chapter 1
Definitions
The first chapter contains definitions, lemmas, propositions amI theorems that
contribute to a better understanding of all the ideas and concepts defined in
the thesis. A collection of illustrative examples is also exhibited here.
1.1 Algebras
Definition 1.1.1. Let n be a flonempty set with two binary operatiQns: addi-
lion and mu/liplicalion, such Ihat R i.~ Ull abelian group relative to additiOlI and
(a+b)c=ac+bc, a(b+c)=ab+ac,
for all a,b,c E R. Then R is said to be a ring.
If then; exists an dement e E R such that fa = oc = a jor all a E R, then e is
called lhe unity clement of R, and R is called a ring with the unity dement.
If a(be) = (ab)e, for ail a, b, c E H, then R is said to be associative.
If ab = ba, for all a,b E H, then R is said fo be commutative.
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Definition 1.1.2. Let k be an associative commutativc ring with unity ele-
ment. An abelian group A is a k-module if there is a mapping k x A ---t A
such that
ea = a,
a(a+b)=aa+ab,
(a+,8)a = aa+,8a,
(ap)a ~ a(pa),
for all 0,,8 E k,a, b E A, e being the unity element of k.
A ring R. with a structure of a k-moaule is said to be a k -algebra if
(aa)b = a(ab) = a(ab),
for all a E k,a,b E R.
1.2 Lie algebras
(1.1.1)
(1.l.2)
(1.l.3)
(1.1.4)
Definition 1.2.1. Let k be a commutative assQdative ring with the unity
element. A k-algebm £ is said to be a Lie algebra if for its multiplication [, I,
called the bracket operation, the following are satisfied:
£ 1 The bracket opemtion is bilinear,
£2 [x,xl = 0 for ail x E L,
£3 [x, [y, zll + [z, [x,y]] + [y, [z,x]] = 0 (Jacobi identity),
for all x,y,z E £.
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Notice that £1 and £2 applied to [x + y, x + y] imply
£2' [x,y] = -[y,x] (anticommutativity).
Example 1.2.1. Let Ie. = R. The vector space R3 is a Lie algebra relative to
the UlultipJicalion given by the cross product of vectors.
Note 1.2.1. If V is a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k, denote
by End(V) the set of linear transformations from V -+ V. As a vector space
over k, End(V) has dimension n2 , where n = dimV, and End(V) is a ring
relative to the usual product operation. Define a new operation [x, y] = xy-yx
called the commutator of x and y. With this operation End(V) becomes a Lie
algebra over k. In order to distinguish this new algebra structure from the old
associative one, we write g/(V) for End(V) viewed as Lie algebra and call it
the general linear algebra.
Any subalgebra of a Lie algebra gI(V) is called a linear Lie algebra. Also, we
can identify gl(V) with the set of all n x n matrices over Ie., denote<lgI(n,k).
For reference, we write down the multiplication table for gl(n, k) relative to the
standard basis consisting of all the matrices e;j (having I in the (i,j) position
and 0 elsewhere). Since eijekl = Jjke;l, it follows that [e;j,ekd = Jjkeil - JI;qj.
Definition 1.2.2. A Ie.·submodule M of a Lie algebra L is called a subalgehra
If [x, y] EM, whenever x, y EM,. in partieu/ar, M is a Lie algebra relative to
the inherited operations.
Example 1.2.2. Let Ie. = R. Consider the set L of infinitely differentiable
functions f : R --+ R. On this vedor space over R, let the Poisson's bracket
be defined in the following way:
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where f:, f~ are the derivatives of fJ, h, respectively. Then L is a Lie algebra
over R.
Definition 1.2.3. A k-submodule I of a Lie algebra L is called an ideal of L
if for any x ELand YET, we haue [x, y] E T.
Definition 1.2.4. A linear transformation ¢: L -+ V, (L and L' Lie algebras)
is called II homomorphism if¢'([x,y]) = [¢(x),¢(y)], for all x,y E L.
Definition 1.2.5. A representation of a Lie algebra I. by linear transforma-
tions of a vector space V is a homomorphism ¢ : L --+ gl(V).
Definition 1.2.6. By a derivation of V we mean a k-Unear map 0 ; V -+ V
satisfying the product ro.le o(ab) = ao(b) +o(a)b.
The collection DerV of all derivations of V is a vector subspace of EndV.
DerV is a subalgebra of gl(V). Since a Lie algebra L is a k-algcbra in the
above sense, DcrL is defined.
Definition 1.2.7. Ifx E L, then y -+ [x,y] is a vedor space endomorphism
and we denote it by adx.
Definition 1.2.8. The map L --+ Derl. sendiflg x to adx is called the adjoint
representation of L.
Definition 1.2.9. l.eI x E L. We say that adx is nilpotent if (adxr = 0, for
somem>O.
Lemma 1.2.1. ([aD Let x E gl(V) be a nilpotent endomorphism. Then adx
is also nill/otent.
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Theorem 1.2.1. (ENGELS'S THEOREM Fon LIE AI.GEBRAS)
Let L be a Lie al.qebra, V a ]illite-dimensional space, 'f' ; L -+ End(V) a
representation of L by linear tra'lsformalions of V. If L consists of nilpotent
endomorphisms and V ¥ 0, then there exists nonzero v E V for whichr.p(L)v =
o.
The proof can be found, for example in [3].
Definition 1.2.10. A I,ie algebra L is called nilpotent if there exists a natural
number N such that for any X"X2, ... ,XN E I, we have (adxI)(adx,) ..(adxfol) :::
O. In other words, for any XO,XI,X2, ...XN we have [... [[xO,Xd,X2], •.. ,XN]::: O.
Corollary 1.2.1. If L is a jinite.dimmsional Lie algebra, in which for any x
we have adx nilpotent, than I, is a nilpotent Lie algebra.
Proof: We take 'fI = ad, V = I" ill Tlworcrn 1.2.1. Then we find 0 ¥ z E L
such that (adx)(z) = [x, z] = 0, for all x E L. Then z is an clement of
the center of L and we can form L = LJb. This algebra satisfies the same
condition as J, and dim L < dim L, so we can apply the induction hypothesis
and conclude that L is nilpotent, i.e. [.. ,[XI,X21, ,i... ] = 0, for any Xi =
Xi +kz, for some natural number m. This means [ [XI' X2], .• , x".1 +kz ::= kz,
or [...[Xj,x,], ... ,xm] E kz. Therefore for any Xm +l we have
o
This result is also a corollary of Engel's theorem in the case of gcneralized Lie
algebras, which wc arc going to study ill Chapters 2 and 3. It follows from
the ~mailL" Engel's theorem using similar arguments. Therefore we do not
formulate this corollary in our future chapters.
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1.2.1 G-graded algebras
Definition 1.2.11. Let V be a lIector space oller the field k and G an abelian
group. The vector space V is said to be G-graded if
where each Vll is a subspace of V. Any element x of Vg is called homogeneous
of degree 9 and we write d(x) = 9. In the case of G = Zl the elements of Vo
(resp., VI ) are called even (resp., odd).
Definition 1.2.12. A subspace U of V is called G-graded if it contains the
homogeneous components of all its elements, i.e. if
Definition 1.2.13. If V is a G-gmded space and U is a graded subspace, then
W = V/U becomes G-graded if we set Wg = (Vg +UJ/U.
Definition 1.2.14. Let G be a gmup. We say that a k-algebm A is G-graded
if
where Ag are k+stlbmodules, and
'1g,h E G
If A has a unity clement I, we can prove that 1 E .40.
Definition 1.2.15. An element a E A is said to be homogeneous if a E Ag
for some 9 E G. (In this case we write d(a) = 9).
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Definition 1.2.16. Let A and B be G-graded k-algebras. We say that a
homomorphism t/J : A -+ B is a homomorphism of G-graded k-algebras if
t/J(Ag ) s.;; 8g , for all 9 E G.
Definition 1.2.17. If T is a G.graded ideal of a G-graded k-algebra A, i.e.
I is an ideal of A and I == ffigEGlg, where Ig == In Ag, then the factor algebra
A/J is naturally G-gradcd and the canonical mapping () : A -+ A/I, 8(a) ==
a + I is a homomorphism of G-graded k-algebras.
Example 1.2.3. Free algebras are graded by the length of words, i.e. the
subspace A of A == k{X} is defined as the subspace linearly generated by
all monomials of degree i. The elements of X are of degree 1. The grading
semigroup is the semigroup of non-negative integers.
Example 1.2.4. The polynomial algebra k[Xi, ... , xnJ is graded as the quotient
of the free algebra A == k{Xh",Xn} (graded as in the example above) by the
ideal I generated by the homogeneous elements X;Xj ~ XjX; of degree 2, where
i and j run over all integers between 1 and n. The quotient grading is the
same as the grading by degree.
1.3 Lie superalgebras
Definition 1.3.1. A Z2-gradea algebra A == Ao$ Ai is called a supcralgehra.
1. If d(a) = 0, i.e. (I E Ao, then (I is said to be even.
2. If d(a) == 1, i.e. (I E Ai, then a is said to he odd.
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Example 1.3.1. Let V = Vo ill VI be a Z-:-graded finite-dimcnsional vector
space over the field k, L(V) = End(V) the algebra of all linear transformations
of V,
Then L(V) = L(V)o + L(Vh is an associative superalgebra.
If {e1>".,em} is a basis of Vo and {em+l1 ... ,e,,} is a basis of VI1 then each
operator f of L(V) has the matrix or a form:
where F II is an mxm matrix, and F22 is an (n-m)x(n-m) matrix, d(F) = 0
ifandonlyifFl2 = oand F21 = O;d(F) = 1 if and only if Fu = Oand Fn =0.
Definition 1.3.2. A Z2-graded algebra L = Lo EEl L I , with the multiplication
[, lover k is called a Lie supcralgebra if for any homogeneous elements x, y, z E
L, thc following conditions are satisfied:
1. [x,y] = _(_l)d(z)d(~)[y,x] (called super anti-commutativity),
P. (_l)d(z)d(t)[x,[y,z]1 + (_l)d«)d(~)[z,[x,yll + {_l)d(~)d(z)[y,[z,x]] = 0
(called super Jacobi identity).
Example 1.3.2. If char k =f 2, A = Ao EEl A[ is a Z-:-graded associative
k-algebra, then A with the bilinear multiplication defined by
where a, b are homogeneous elements, is a Lie superalgebra.
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1.4 Color Lie superalgebras
Definition 1.4.1. Let k be a commutative associative ring with unity ele-
ment, k" the group of invertible elements ofk, G an additive abelian group. A
mapping ( : G x G --t k" is called a bicharacter on G! if
1. «g,h +fI ~ «g,h)«g,1),
2. «g + h, fI ~ «g,/)«h,/),
for all g,h,j E G.
If also we have that ((y, h)((h, g) = 1, then the hicharacter is a skew-symmetric
one. Also, we set
1. G+ = {y E Gk(y,g) = I},
G+ is always a subgroup of G of index:::; 2, if G is a group.
Example 1.4.1. For any abelian group G one can consider the trivial bichar-
actcr ( given by ((g, h) = 1 for all y, h E G.
Example 1.4.2. For G = Z, {(g,h) = (_I)gh for all g,h E G.
For G = Z1, {(O,O) = {(l,O) = ((0, 1) = 1 and ((1,1) =-1.
Example 1.4.3. Let G =~ x Z;.,k =e,f = (ll>h),g = (gbg2) E G. The
following forms are bicharaders on C:
(1U,g) = (_l)(JI9:l+hg,j, G_ = 0, G+ = Gj
(JU,g) = (-1)(J,g'-f,g.), G_ = 0, G+ = G.
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Definition 1.4.2. Del G be an rommulative group, k a commutative associa-
tive ring, willi unity, k· tlie group oj invertible elements of k, (: : G x G -+ k·
a bicharacter. We say that a G-graded algebra L = @g€CLg over k is a color
Lie superalgebra iJ
[a,b] ~ -«d(a),d(b))[b,al, (iA.i)
«d«),d(a))[a, [b,<11 +«d(a),d(b))[b, [<, all +,(d(b),d(,))[<, [a,bll ~ 0, (1.4.2)
Jor all homogeneous a,b,c E L. (1.4.1) and (1.4.2) are refered to as (-anti-
commutativity and t-Ja.;obi identity, which are analogous to anti-rommutativity
and Jacobi identity.
Note 1.4.1. Sometimes it is more convenient to use the super Jacobi identity
in the following from:
(a,[b,'11 ~ [[a,bl,'1 + ,(d(a),d(b))[b, [a,'II,
[[a,b],'1 ~ [a, [b,'I1- ,(d(a),d(b))[b, [a,'II.
Note 1.4.2. As in the case of ordinary Lie algebras we denote the operator
y>-4 Ix,y] byadx.
Example 1.4.4. Given a group G, a skew-symmetric bicharacter t and an
associative algebra A graded by G we can define an (-commutator by
[a,b], ~ ab - «d(a),d(b))OO, (iA.3)
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for all homogeneous", bE A. In this context (is refered to as the CQmmtltalioll
faetoT. For simplicity we write [, I, = [,]. Then, it is easy to dlCck that [,]
satisfies (1.4.1) and (1.4.2), that is A with this bracket becomes a color Lie
superalgebra.
Example 1.4.5. Let G be an abelian group and let V be a G-graded vector
space over a field k. By EnJ:,(V), where 9 E G we understand the set of
all linear k-operators f E El'ld~(V) such that the image of each homogeneous
element x E V is a homogcncous clement and d(f(x)) = 9 +d(x). Let
Thcll Ena'f(V) is a G~graded associative k-algcbra with the usual composition
of operators. Thc set ETHf((V) with operation defin!---d in (1.4.3) is called the
general linear color Lie superalgebra and it is denoted g/(V). As we have
mentioned earlier in a more general setting, tile bracket satisfies (1.4.1) and
(1.4.2).
Example 1.4.6.
I If (is the trivial bicharacter, then a color Lie superalgebra is a G-graded
Lie algebra.
2. If G = Z2,((f,g) = (-1)19, then a color Lie superalgehra is a usual Lie
superalgebra.
1.5 Hopf algebras
Throughout we let It he a ficld. Tensor products are assumed to be over Ie.
unless othewise specified. We first express the associative and unit properties
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of an algebra via maps so that we can dualize them.
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Definition 1.5.1. A k-algebra (with unit) is a k-vector sJHlce A together with
two k-linear maps, multiplication m : A 0 A -+ A and unit u : Dc. -+ A, such
that the [ollowing diagrams are commutative:
m@id
--A"A
jm
A"A -m-- A
Figure 1.1: Associativity
A"A
""Yj~""keA m A@k
~A/
Figure 1.2: Unit
The two lower maps in Figure 1.2 are given by scalar multiplication. We say
that A is commutative if m 0 r = m. We nse 0 for the composition of maps.
Definition 1.5.2, For allY k-sJHlces V and W, the map
T: V®W -+ W0 V given byr(v0w)=w0v is called the twist map.
Definition 1.5.3. A k-coalgebra (with cQunit) is a k-vector space C togcther
with ttJ,'o k·/inear maps, comu/tiplicatioll t::. : C -+ C 0 C and counit
c: C -+ k, such that the following diagrams are commutative:
C®C~ C®C®C
Figure \.3: Coassociativity
IYCj~"1
keG 11. Gek
'~C"C~'
Figure 1.4: Counit
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The two upper maps in Figure 1.4 are given by c I-t I ® c and c t-+ c €I 1, for
any c E C. We say that C is cocommutalive if T 0.6. = .6..
Definition 1.5.4. ~et C and D be coalgebras, with comultiplications .6.c and
.6.v , and counits (0 and (v, respectively. A linear map f : C -+ D is a
eoalgebra morphism if.6.v 0 f = (j €I f).6.o and (D 0 f = (c·
We recall Lemma 1.2.2 from [11J. IfC is acoalgebra, then C· is an algebra,
with multiplication m = .6.. and unit u = (0. By C· we denote the dual space
of C. We mention that .6.. : C· @C· -+ C· is defined as t::.:(j ® g)(c) =
(j®g).6.{c), where f,gE C·,eE C and that u :k-+ C· and it is define<! by
u(o)(c) = Q:c(c), for 0 E k,c E C.
Now, we combine the definitions of algebra and coalgebra.
Definition 1.5.5. A k-space B is a bialgebra if (B,m,u) is an algebra,
(B,.6.,e) is a coalgebra, and either of the following (equivalent) conditions
holds:
1. .6. ande are algebra moryhisms,
fl. m and I..! are coalgebra mOryJhism.~.
Example 1.5.1. If B is any bialgebra, we can form a new bialgebra by taking
the opposite of either the algebra or coalgebra structure. Thus BOop has the
same multiplication but the opposite comultiplication, BOP has the opposite
multiplication but the same eomultiplication.
Note 1.5.1. Let C be any eoalgebra with eomultiplicatioJl .6.: C -+ C €I C.
The sigma notation for 6. is given as follows: for any c E C, we write
6.C=LC{lj0 Cp).
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Example 1.5.2. The field k, with its algebra structure, and wilh the canonical
coalgcbra slruclure ( 6.(0) = 0(101), «(a) = 0'1), is a bialgebra.
Example 1.5.3. If G is a monoid, then the scmigroup algebra kG, endowed
with a coalgebra structure 6.(9) = 9 0 9 and «(g) = 1 for any 9 E G, is a
bialgehra.
Definition 1.5.6. LetC be a coalgebra and A be an algebra. Then Hom.(C, A)
becomes an algebra under Ihe convolution product:
for all f,g E llom~(C,A), c E C.
Definition 1.5.7. Let (ll,m,u,6., () be a bialgebra. Then H is a Hopfalgehra
if there exists an element S E Homl(ll, 11) which is an inverse to idH under
the convolution product. S is called an antipode for H.
Definition 1.5.8. Let C be a coalgebra. C is pointed if every simple subcoal-
gebra is one-dimensional.
Remark 1.5.1. In a Hopf algebra, the antipode is unique. The fact that
S ; H ~ 11 is the antipode is written as S", f = f'" S = Uf, and using the
sigma notation: ZS(h.)h2 = Zh 1S(h2) = «(h)1 for any h E H.
Note 1.5.2. For a bialgebra B, recall that /yep is a bialgebra. It may happen
that B""~ is a Hopf algebra, with antipode S. Theil
nS(h,))h, ~ l:h,(S(h,)) ~ '(h)1.
Lemma 1.5.1. ([11]) Let B be a biatgebra. Then B is a Hopf algebra with all
invertible antipode 5 under 0 {:} WOP is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode
S. In this situation, So S = So S = id.
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Corollary 1.5.1. ([11]) If H is commutative or cQCommutative, then $2 = id.
Examples of Hopf algebras:
Example 1.5.4. The group algebra.
Let G be a grollp, and H = kG the associated group algebra. Then by defining
5(g) = g-I for each 9 E a, we obtain that H is a Hopf algebra, recall (Example
1.5.3).
Example 1.5.5. $weedler's 4-dimensional Hopf algebra.
Assume that char k ,,; 2. Let H be the algebra given by generators and
relations as follows: JJ is generated as a k-algebra by c and x satisfying the
relations
c l = 1, Xl = 0, xc = ~cx.
Then H has dimension 4 as a k-vector space, with basis {l,e,x,cx}.
The coalgcbra structure is induced by
d(c)=c0c, d(x)=c0x+x01, ({c) = 1, ((x)=O.
In this way, H becomes a bialgebra, which also has an antipode S given by
S(e) = e- I , S(x) = -ex. This was the first example of a non-commutative
and non-cocommutative Hopf algebra.
Example 1.5.6. The Taft algebras.
Let n ?: 2 be an integer, and>' a primitive nth root of unity. Consider the
algebra Hn 1(>') defined by the generators c and x with relations
c"=l, xn=O, xc=>'cx.
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On this algebra we can introduce a coalgebra structure induced by
6(c)=c0c, 6(x)=c0x+x01, f(C) = 1, f(X)=O.
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In this way Hn>(>.) becomes a bialgebra of dimension n1 , baving the basis
{cixi IO:5 i,j:::: n -I}. The antipode is defined by S(c) = c-\
5(x) = _c-lx. We note that for n = 2 and>. = -1 we obtain Sweedler's
4-dimensional Hopf algebra.
Recall that we defined the notion of commutation factors for groups. Now
we generalize it for Hopf algebras.
Definition 1.5.9. Let II be a Hopf algebm.
1. A funclion fJ : [{ 0 11 --r k is callcd a bicharacter on 1I if fJ is bilinear
and for all h,k,1 E H:
(") P(hk,l) ~ 'LP(h,I,)P(k,I,),
(b) P(h,k1) ~ 'LP(h"k)P(h"I),
(e) f3 is normal, i.e. fJ(h, 1) = /:l(l,h) = f(h),
(d) f3 is convolution inverlible.
2. f3 is called skew~symmctric under * if(f3)-1 = f3 0 T.
Definition 1.5.10. For a k~algebm A, a left A-module is a k-space M with
a k-linear map "'I : A 0 M --r M such that the following diagrams commute:
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m0id u0id
A0A0M ----A@M k@M -- A0M
Figure 1.5
M
Figure 1.6
M
Definition 1.5.11. For a k~coa[gebro C, a right C-comodule is a pair (M,p),
llJhere M is a k-vector space, p : M --+ iH 0C is a morphism ofk-vcctor spaces
such that the following diagrams are commutative:
M
P
----M@C PM--M0C
l'd06 \ l'd0'
M0C --.- MeC0C
p@ld
Figure 1.7
M0k
Figure L.8
Note 1.5.3. In oLher worJs, we write this in the sigma notation for right
comoJules: p(m) = L:m(O) 0m(l) = I:rno0rnl E M 00. If MltMz are
l1-comodules, with the structure maps PM, : rn --+ I: rno 0 rnl and
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PM, : n ~ L: nO®n], lhen M]®M1 becomes a H-oomoclule wilh theslruclurc
map PMj@M,: m0n ~ L:m00no0m]nl'
Definition 1.5.12. A vector sv.bspace N C M is called a suhcomoclule if
piN) c N®C.
The least suhcomoclule containing a suhset X is denoted by (X). If X is a
one-element set, say X = {b}, then we simply write (X) = {b}. An important
property of comodules is the following one.
Proposition 1.5.1. ([II]) Any .~lJbcomodule (X) generated by a finite set X
is finite-dimensional.
Example 1.5.7. ([11]) Let C = kG. Then M is a right kG-comoclule if ancl
only if M is a G-graded !c.-space; that is M = SRECMR. Here, MR = {m E
Mlp(m) ~ m ® g).
Definition 1.5.13. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A a Dc-algebra. We say that
H coacts on A (or that A is a right H-comodule algebra) if the following
conditions are fulfilled:
1. A is a right H-comodu/e, with structure map
p:A--+A0H, p(o)=L: 000 01'
9. p(l) = lA011/.
Len H-corn()dlll{~ algebras are ddim..-d similarly.
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Definition 1.5.14. A Hopf algebra is called coquasitriangular(CQT) if there
exists a bicharacler (!) : 11 @ II ~ k, such that for ail h, m, I E II,
A CQT Hopf algebra with a skew-symmetric bicharacler is called a cotriangular
Hopf algebra.
Example 1.5.8. Let H be any commutative Hopf algebra. Then H is CQT
by taking (him) "" t(h)t(m), the trivial braiding.
Example 1.5.9. ([11]) Let If "" kG the group algebra. Because IJ is cocorn-
mutative and (I) is invertible, the conditions in Definition 1.5.14 become:
I. (hlg/) ~ (hlg)(hl/),
2. (hgl/) ~ (hl/)(gl/),
for all h, g, lEG. That is, G is abelian and the form (I) is a bicharacter on G.
Sec Definition lA.l with addition replaced by multiplication.
Note 1.5.4. It follows from ahove that if H "" kG, for G a non-abelian group,
then H can not he CQT.
1.6 (H, i3)-Lie algebras
Definition 1.6.1. Assume that (f1,{3) is cotriangular. A (right) (lI,fJ)-Lie
algebra is a (right) If-comodlllc L together with afl-Die bracket [,]; L@L ~ L
which is all II -comodule morphism satisfying, for ail a, b, c E L:
1. {3-anticommutalivily: [a,b] "" -.B(al1bdlbo,ao],
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2. p-Jacobi identity:
P(cL,ul)[[ao,b],4J] + P(bl> Cl)[[r-Q, a], bu] + p(al> bl)[[bo,c), ao] = O.
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Note 1.6.1. As usual, for any fixed x ELand any y E L, the map y >-t [x,y]
is denoted by adx.
Definition 1.6.2. Let Il be a pointed cocommutative HopI algebra with a skew-
symmetric bicharacler p. We can define the Jecompositon H = H+ ED H_,
where H+ is as normal subHopl algebra and H_ a subcoalgebra, and the sign
bicharactcr Po on H as follows: lor any homogeneQUS h, k E lJ,
{
-,(h)«k) ifh,kE H_,
Po(h,k) ~
c(h)c(k) otherwise.
Example 1.6.1.
1. Let P= to t, be the trivial bicharacter. Then an (H,t 0 f)-Lie algebra
is an ordinary Lie algebra L with an lJ-oomodule structure such that [,]
is an H-comodule morphism.
2 Let P = (30, the sign bicharader. Then an (H,f30)-Lie algebra is an
ordinary Lie superalgebra I. = 1.0 $ 1.1> such that L is an ll-comodule
and [,] is an H-cornodulc morphism.
3. Let A be an H-cornodulc algebra, P any bicharacter on H. Define
[a,b]1' = ab~ EP(al>bdaobo.
Throughout this section k will be a commutative rillS, and the Hopf algebra
11 will be an arbitrary Hopf algebra, unless othewise specified. In order to
differentiate between coactions and comultiplication, when A is a right H-
comodule with coaction PA : A ~ A 0 11, we write PA(a) = E a(O) 0 a(l).
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In particular, note that definition of rigbt comodule means, in this notation,
that:
An important concept that we deal with here is that of an algebra or a Hopf
algebra in a category; this means that the structure maps are morphisms in the
category. Denote the category of right H~modules by M"I/ , and that of right
H-comodulcs by M'H. In these terms, the right H-module algebra becomes an
algebra in M'H' and a right !I-module coalgebra becomes a coalgebra in M'H.
A right H-comodule algebra. is a.ctually an algebra in M"H, and so satisfies
Similarly, a right lI-coHlodule coalgebra is a coalgebra in M'H, and the fact
that t::.c and {c are cornodule maps is expressed by:
and
The following lemma, was first stated in [51, as Lemma 2.10. In that paper,
the proof is given for left H-comodulcs and the proof makes use of 5, the
antipode for H<oP. Uere we give the proof in the case of right comodules. We
will assume that the colllodules arc right, unless otherwise stated.
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Lemma 1.6.1. If V is a finilc-dimc'lsional object in A-f1i, then End(V) is
an algebra in M1l, and the evaluation map 'P: End(V) 0 V --+ V is an M1l_
morphism.
Proof: The finite dimensionality of V is the key point here, for when V is
finite-dimensional, not only is End(V) s:: V 0 V", hut also the coaction
p : V --+ V 0 H has its image in V 0 C, where C is a finite-dimensional
subcoalgebra of H. Thus we may define a left H-coaction on V· as follows.
Given the coaction p: V --+ V 0 C, there is a standard dual action
0: C"0V --+ V defined by o(f0v) = L:f(v(l))V(Il)' for all v E V,!E C"; its
dual n" defines a left coaction 0": V· --+ (C" 0 V)" s:: C 0 V', via
Writing this in our usual comodule notation gives:
for all V· E V", v E V, f E C". Hence we have the equality:
Thus, for all! E W, f(L:v"(v{l))(V(O})) = f(L:(v")(_q(v")(Il)(v)), The nOIl-
degeneracy of evaluation H" 0 H --+ k now implies
However, we are interested in right lJ-comodules; V' 1I0W becomes a right
lJ-comodule via the coaction
f3: V"--+ V"0H,
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and so V 0 V* is a right ll-cornodule via
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This is seen to be an algebra coaction in the usual way; and thus
E'nd(V) ~ V 0 V* is an algebra in M'H.
Finally, we show that the evaluation map <p is in M"", by verifying commuta-
tivity of the diagram:
.
V0V"@V-- V
Figure 1.9
Let v, wE V, v* E V". Then:
pv 0 <p(v 0 v* 0 w) = pv(v*(w)v) = L VIO) 0 v*(w)V(I)'
On the other hand,
(<p0 id)(PV0V*0V)(V 0 v" 0 w)
(\fI0 id)(LV(o) 18 (v*)(O) 0 w(O) 18 v(1}S(V(_I})W(l)
L v(O)(W(O»)V(O) 18 V(l)S((v*)(_I))w(l)
LV(o) 131 V(I)S(v(_I))v(O)(wIO))W(l)
L vIO) 0 v(l)S((v(_lJ)(v(O»)(Oj(w)(V';)(_I)
L: v(o) 0 v(1)S(v(_~)v(O)(w)v(_L)
LV(o) 0 V(1}v'(w),
as required. On the fifth step we use (1.6.1). 0
Chapter 2
Color Lie superalgebras
In this chapter, we state and prove Engel's theorem for the color Lie superal-
gcbra case.
2.1 Preliminaries
Lemma 2.1.1. Let L be a colQr Lie superalgebra, x,y,z E L, homogeneous in
L, d(x) E G+,d(y) E G_, fJ,3 E k·. Then
1. [x,xl = 0,
•. fry, yl, yl ~ 0,
3. [[Y,YI.'I ~ 2[y, [y, 'II.
Proof: We note f(d(x),d(x)) = I. We make usc of (1A.1) and Note 1.4.1.
l. Since [x, x] = -.B(d{x), d(x))[x, xl = -[x, xJ => 2[x, xl = 0 =:> (x, xl = o.
24
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2. [[y,y!,y! = [y,[y,YII-Plh,h)[y, [y,YII = 2[y,[y,YII = -2Plh,2h)[[y,yJ,yJ =
-2P(h,h)P(h,h)[[y,y],y! = -2[[y,yJ,yJ ~
3[[y,y],y] = 0::;. [[y,y],y] = 0 for any y E Ln, where h is the degree of
y.
3. For y E Ln,z E L we derive
[{y, yJ, xJ = [y, [y,'I1- P(h,h)[y,[y, xII =2[y,[y, xli·
2.2 About graded vector spaces
We will present in this subsection two lemmas related to vector spaces.
o
Lemma 2.2.1. Let V be a nonzero G-graded vector space and b : V -+ V a
graded trans/ormation that is nilpotent, i.e. bn = 0, for some n. Then there
exisls 0 i- 1JJ E V, such that w is homogeneous and bw = O.
Proof: Consider b: V -+ Va graded nilpotent transformation and its kernel
W = Kerb = {w E Vlbw = OJ. W is a nonzero subspace, since b is nilpotent.
Also, W is a graded subspace, i.e. W = $gEGWg, because b is a graded
transformation. Hence, Wg f:. 0 for some 9 E G and we can pick 0 t IV E Wg •
o
Lemma 2.2.2. Let V f:. 0 be a G-graded vector space over k, G a group. If x
is a nilpotent endomorphism of V, then the map ad(x)is nilpotent.
Proof: Using the definition of adx, see (1.4.3), and rephu:ing !. by {3, we
compute:
(adlx))m(y) = ladlx))m-'Ixy - Pldlx),dly))yx)
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= (od( x))m_'(x'y - f( d( x) +d(y), d( x) )xyx - f( d(x), dry) )xyx+ f( d(x), d(x) +
d(y»yx2) = ... = 2::i+i=",AiJXiyx.i, where AiJ E k.
Since x is nilpotent, we obtain xl = 0 for some I. Setting m = 21 - I in the
formula above, we see that all the terms Ai,.iX'yxJ vanish since either i or j
m\l~t be ;?: I. Therefore, (ad(x)2/-1(y) = a for any y. This proves that ad(x)
is nilpotent.
2.3 Engel's theorem
o
Theorem 2.3.1. (ENGEL'S THEOREM FOR COLOR LIE SUPERALGEBRAS)
Let G be an abelian group, VaG-graded vector space, f3 : G x G -+ k*
a bicharacter, char k '# 2,3 and let L be a finite-dimensional graded f3-Lie
subalgebra of gl(V), whose homogeneous clements are flilpotent. If V#- {OJ,
then there exists a nonzcro homogeneous u E V, such that xu ;;;= 0, for all
x E L.
Proof: The proof goes by induction OIl dim L. If dim I., = 0, then the claim
is obvious. Assume that dim L > O. We have that L = $gEGLg, where
Lg = (gl(V»g n L. Consider a maximal proper graded ~lIbalgebra M of L.
Hence M = $9ECM9 , where Mg = Lg n M. For x E M we have adLx :
L -+ L, y H [x, yl. M is subalgebra, so M is an invariant subspace of I.,
under the action adM : AI -+ M, y H [x, yl. We consider M as an M-
submodulc of L, so we can induce LIM to be an M factor module with action
adL1M : I,IM -+ I-IM, y+ M H [x,y] + At, where x E M,y E L.
Note 2.3.1. At is adx-invariant, so ad[,IMx is well·defined.
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Proof (of the note):
We show that if y,y' ELand y - y' E M, then [x,y]- [x,y'] e M. But,
[x, yJ - [x, if] = [x, y - if] <; At (because 1\1 is a suhalgebra).
Now, we also have that M = ffigEGMg and L = ffigEGLg, so LIM is a
G-graded space, i.e. LIM = ffigEG(1-,y + M)/M. Moreover,
Note 2.3.2. adL/MM is a graJed suhalgebra of gl(LIM).
Proof (of the note):
Consider adL/Mx e adL/MM. Decompose x = L:yEGXg,Xg E Afy • Then
adL/Mx = adLIML:YEGXg = L:YEGadf./MXg; adL1Mxg E adL/MM and adL1Mxg
is a homogeneous element of degree 9 , since: adLxg : LIL -+ L IL +9 and adMxg :
MIL -+ M IL+9 implies adL/Mxg : (LIMh -+ (LIMh+y, and so, adL/Mxg E
g/(LIM),.
Also, we have
dimadLIM M:5 dimM < dim£.
From Lemma 2.2.2, we have that ad[,x is nilpotent, hence
adL/Mx is nilpotent.
(2.3.1)
(2.3.2)
By (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), we apply the induction hypothesis to adL/MM C
gl(LIM) and obtain the existence of a nOI17:ero homogeneous a E LIM, such
that (adLfMx)(ii) = 0 for all z E M. We express a = b + M,b E L. Because
a is homogeneous of degree g, a E Lg + MIM:::} ii = b+ M, be Lg :::} b is
homogeneous.
Observation 2.3.1. alg{b} = STJ(ln{b,[b,bj}.
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Proof:
1. [b,b] E "g{b},
2. [b,[b,b]] = 0 (using Lemma 2.1.1),
3. [[b,b],b] ~ -[b,[b,b[[ ~O,
4. [[b,bl,[b,bll ~ [[[b,bl,bl,b] H(2b,b)[b,[[b,bl,bll ~ o.
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Now, j\4 +alg{b} is a graded space, which is a subalgebraof L, because alg{b}
is a subalgebra and:
I. !fx,yEM=>(x,y]EM,
2. IfxEM,bEalg{b}=>[x,b]EM,
3. I1x E M, then [x, [b,bll E M, be<'u", Ix, [b,bl] ~ [[x,bl,bl+Plx,b)[b,(x,bll E
M.
Hence we have provcd that M +a/g{b} is a graded subalgebra of L. By
maximality of M, we get M+alg{b} = L. Using the fact that dim M < dim L,
we apply the induction hypothesis to M C gl(V). Considcr W = {v E Vlxv =
0, Vx E Al}. INc have that W is a G-graded space of V because:
2. Let v E W => :w = O,x E At homogeneous of degree h. Hence,
X(Lg vg ) = L;g xUg = 0 => xVg = 0, for all v g E W. SO, W is a di-
rect sum of Wg and XVg E Wg+h •
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W is lrinvariant, because: xb(v) = [x,b]u + {3(x,b)bx(v) = 0, ( [x,b) E M) for
all homogeneous x E M. Thus b' = blW is nilpotent and homogeneous. By
Lemma 2.2.1, applied to b', we get the existence of awE W homogeneous
such that b'w = O. Hence &w = 0, [b,b]w = 0, but Mw = 0, so we finally gel
Lw = 0, since L = M + alg{b}. o
Note 2.3.3. Now, we state Engel's theorem for the particular case of Lie
superalgebra.s: Let V be a Z2-grade<! vector space over k and L be a finite-
dimensional Z2-graded subalgebra of gl(V) whose homogeneous clements are
nilpotent endoTnorphisms of V. If V #- 0, then there exists a nonzero homo-
gencous v E V, such that xv = 0, for all x E L.
Note 2.3.4. If L is an ordinary graded Lie algebra, then we obtain the ordi-
nary Engel's Theorem 1.2.1. , with an additional property that v is homage-
Corollary 2.3.1. Let V be a finite-dimensional G-graded vector space, G an
abelian group, {3 skew-symmetric bicharacter f3 : G x G -t k" J L be a graded
finite-dimensional subspace ofgl(V) dosed under the {3-commutator, consisting
of nilpotent elements. Then there exists a basis of V, such that all elements of
L have strictly lower triangular matrices.
Proof: Consider dim V = n. By Theorem 2.3.1. we can find a homogeneous
v = v,. E V, v,. #- 0 such that Lv,. = O. Because u,. is homogeneous, ku,. is
graded.
Consider V = V/ku,.. We denote v = v +kv,., where v E V for u E V.
Define i(ii) = xv + ku,.. Consider the homomorphism map 'P : L -t gl(V)
sending x to x. Consider the new algebra L = (xix E L) C End(V). For any
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x E L, i is nilpotent because
(ir(V) = x"v +kv" = kv" = Ov,
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So, L consists of nilpotent transformations, L is G-graded , so we can apply
induction, and we obtain a basis {Vl>V2' .. ,vn_d for V such that matrices of
elements of L arc lower triangular i.e.
For any x E L we get
i(Vi) = xv; +kv".
So, by (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) we gel
x(v;) + kVn E Span{v;+l> .. ,v,,_d + kv",
(2.3.3)
(2.3.4)
hence, x(v;) E Span{vi+l> ... , Vn_1! vn}. For i E {I, 2, ... , n - I} we have xVn =
0, hence the matrix of x is strictly lower triangular in the basis {VI, ...v,,}. 0
Corollary 2.3.2. Det V be a finite-dimensional G-gmded vector space over
a field k and a skew-symmetric bichamcter f3 : G x G ~ k- on an abelian
group. Let L C gl(V) to be a subalgebra of gl(V) under f3 commutator and R
an associative subalgebra generoted by L. 'f L consists of nilpotent operators,
the'l R is nilpotent
Proof: By Corollary 2.3.1, we can find a basis in V such that all matrices
of elements of IJ arc strictly lower trianguhu. Then ...lIthe matrices of Rare
also strictly lower triangular. So, R is nilpotent. o
Chapter 3
(H, iJ)-Lie algebras
In this chapter, we state and prove Engel's theorem for the (/l,j3)-Lie algebra
3.1 Some auxiliary results
Observation 3.1.1. Pix a basis {Cj} in a right H-comodule W. Then we can
write p(Cj) = ECi0C;j, where r'-;j are uniquely defined elements of H. We
claim that:
2. ((c;j)=aij.
Proof: (10 6)p(ej) = (p0 l)p(ej). But, (1 0 6)p(cj) = L>' 0 tlc;j, and
(p01)p(cj) = ~p(ek) Get; = Z;=~e, 0CikCkjo I-knee,
31
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(10 t)p(w) = w for any w E W, and p(ej) = Li f; 0 (ij.
Hence, by letting w = ej, we obtain:
32
o
Lemma 3.1.1. Let H be a Hop! algebra, W any finite-dimensional H-comodule.
Consider End(W) with the cQmooufe structure defined in Lemma 1.6.1. If
D E End(W) and T E End(W) 0 H, then p"(D) = T if and only if for any
wE W, p(Dw) = Tp(w).
Proof: Due tathe finite dimensionality of W, consider W = Sp<m{el""'e.,}.
Choose the dual basis {e1, , .. , en} in W· and consider the coaction p' : W· -+
110W', correspunding to Cr" as in Lemma 1.6.1. Suppose p'(ei ) = L bij0d.
;
Then (1.6.1) gives for v' = ei and v = Cj and I)ej)o0(ej)1 = ;;: f'k0ckj and
l)Cil_l (8) (ei)o = ~ b;k (8) ck that ~ ek(cj)bil; = ~ e'(ck)cl;j. Therefore,
bi; = C;j. Then by (1.6.2), and taking into account that Eij = e; 181 ej upon
identification of End(W) with W 181 W', we obtain: p(e;) = ~ ek 19 Ck; and
p'(d) = L:>jI0e1. That is p"(e;0d) = Lek0eI0Ck;S(C/j). Hence
I k.l
p"(E;j) = E Ek/0 Ck;S(Cjt}.
>.'
Also we know that
(3.1.1)
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Let D E End(W), expressed as
By (3.1.1) and (3.1.2), we get that DCk::= L:d,ke•.
Also, because T E EndW €I H we represent r uniquely as
T::= LEkI 0hk/. Then p"(D)::= T is equivalent to
Now, p(Dw)::= Tp(w) for any w E W is equivalent to
L Euwo 0 hHWI ::= L(Dw)o 0 (Dw)] ¢}
"
Vi :LEkl(e;)o0hH(Cih = z)Oe;)o0(De;)] {=}
Vi L Ekjcj 12) hk/Cji ::= 2:)L d'iC.)O 0 (~= d'iC,h ¢}
k,IJ
Vi L Ck 0 hkjcj; = L d.iCk 0 Ck. ¢}
kj k.
We want to show:
Vk,1 hkl = 2~>kiS(Cjl)di; ¢} Vk,i. 2:>lk1C;; = :Ld,;Ck•.
Now,
33
(3.1.2)
(3.1.3)
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On the other hand,
Vk,l hk1 = L:>hS(Ci,jd.,; =>
.,
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Vk,i LhklC/i = LCkoS(Cjl)d.jc{, = LCkod'i8;j = LCk,d,;. 0
I "U
Lemma 3.1.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional H-cQmQdule and H a flop! al-
gebra. Consider 1: End(V) -+ End(End(V)), I given by I(A) = LAo Then lis
a comodule map
Proof: We want to show that for all A E End(V), we have
(3.IA)
Now, apply Lemma 3.1.1 to W = End(V),D = lA,
T = ZIAc 0 Al E End(End(V)) 18 H, i.e. for all n E End(V), we want to
show that (3.1.4) is equivalent Lo:
p(I,(BI) = (L", 0A,)p(B)"
p(AB) = (L 1,,0A,)(L Bo0B,) = L,,,(Bo)0A,B, = LAoBo0A,B,.
o
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Lemma 3.1.3. Let r : End(V) -t End(End(V)), where r acls as r(A) =
rA and assume that H is a commutative Hopf algebra and V is a finite-
dimensional H -corTwdule. Then r is a comooule map.
Proof: \Ve want to show that for all A E End(V), we have
(3.1.5)
Now, apply Lemma 3.1.1 to W = End(V), D = rA,
T = 2: r~ 0 AI E End(End(V)) 0 H, i.e. for all B E End(V), we want to
Ahow that (3.1.5) is equivalent to:
p(,,(B)) ~ (Z>,,@Adp(B) ..
p(BA) ~ (L",@A')(L Bo@B,) ~ L",(Bo)@A,B, ~ LBoAo@A,B,.
Out, we know that p(BA) = L BoAo 0 BIAI> from Lemma 1.6.1, and using
commutativity of H, we oulain the desired equality. 0
Lemma 3.1.4. Assume that V is afinite-dimensional H-comodule. Let (H,fJ)
be Ii cotriangular Hopf algebra and consider ad : End(V) ---Jo End(End(V)),
where ad acts asad(A)(B) = AB- 2:i3(A I BdBoAo. '!'hen ad is a comooule
map.
Proof: We want to show that for all A E End(V) we have:
Apply Lemma 3.1.1 to: W = End(V), D = adA",
T = L:adAo 0 Al E End(End(V») 0 II, i.e. for all B E End(V), we want to
show that
p(od,(BI) ~ (L od,,@Adp(B).
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This is equivalent to:
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p(AB - LP(At> B1)B(lA(l) = Lad(A(l)(B(l) 0 ALB] ¢>
p(AB - LP(A"B.)B,A,I ~ L("oB, - LP(A,,,B,,)B,,,A,,,I "A,B,.
Now,
p(AB - LP(A" IJ.)B,A,) ~ p(AB) - LP(A" B.)p(B,A,) ~
And,
LlAoB, - LP(A,,, B" )B",A,,) " A,B, ~
L AoB,,, A, B, - LP(A" B,)B,"o" A,B,. (3.1.7)
But hoth (3.1.6) and (3. L.7) are equal, following from the assumption that
11 is cotriangular. HCllce, we did prove our result. o
Definition 3.1.1. Suppose A is an algebra and U, V C A are slJbspaces. We
denote by UV = {L lJiWi!lJi E V, Wi E W}. A slJbspace U C A i.~ said 10 be
nilpotent ij un = 0 for some 71.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let V be a finite-dimensional comodule over a cocommlJtative
Hopj algebra H,P: H 0 H -+ k a skew-symmetric bicharacler. If x E End(V)
and the slJbcomodule generated by x, i.e. {x}, is nilpotent oj degree n, then
(ad(x)) is nilpotent of degree at most 2n - 1.
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Proof:
(od(x)1 ~ ad(x)
is true because ad is an H-comodulc map. Let
Xl, ... ,x~n-l E (x).
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(3.1.8)
(3.1.9)
(adxl)(adx~)(y) = (adxl)(x~y - L)(x~,YdYox~)
= X1(Xly - Lf3(:.t:~,YdYox~)
-2:,8 (XLX~YI - L;9(x~,YdYOIX~,)(X~YO - LP(X~'YI)Yo"X~)x~
=x
1
x
2y - L,8(xi'Yl)X1YoX~ - L,8 (X:,XiYl - LI3(x~'Y~)Y1Xi)x~yox~+
Lf3 (X:'XiYl - Lf3(x~'Y~)Y1XnL)(xi,YdYox~x~.
The expression of (adx 1 ) ... (adx~n-J )(y) is obtained by similar computations as
abovc. Using thc fact that (x) is nilpotent of degree n, we obtain
(adx ' )...(adx 2n- 1 )(y) = 0, becanSl: every term t:ontains a product of at least n
elements from (x), hence adx is nilpotent. By using (3.1.8), we get that ad(x)
is nilpotent, hence by (3.1.9) we obtain that (ad(x)) is nilpotent. 0
3.2 Engel's theorem
Theorem 3.2.1. (ENGEL'S THEOltEM FOil. (H,I3)-LIE ALGEBRAS)
Let 1-/ be a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra, V '" 0 a finite-
dimensional l1-eomodulc, 13 a skcw-symmetric bieharacter. Suppose that we
have a rcpre.~entation <.p of a 13- Lie algebra L. If for all x E L, the subcomodule
(<.p(x)J is nilpotent, then there exists a nonzero v E V, such that <.p(x)(v) = 0,
for all x E L.
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Proof: 'Ne prove the theorem by induction on dim L. We denote by
(dim L, r,p, V) the situation where r,p : L --+ EndV is the representation of L in
an ll-comodule V. For dimL = 0, we get L = 0, hence for any 0" v E V we
have r,p(L)(v) = O. Now assume that dimls > o. Replacing L with r,p(L), we
can assume without loss of generality that ls is a subalgebra of gl(V). Let M be
a maximal proper (H,.a)-Lie subalgebra of L (this is also an II-subcomodule).
Due to the fact that L is an H-comodule and M is an H-subcomodule, we
get that LjM is an H-comodule. Now, End(LjM) is an algebra in M}{ (the
result is due to Lemma 1.6.1). Consider the map i7; M --+ End(LjM), which
is defined as: u(x)(y + M) = [x,y] + M , for all x E M,y E L. We want to
prove that rY is a representation of the .a-Lie algebra M. By the definition of
the representation we have to show that:
I. ad is a homomorphism of H-comodules and
2. ad is a homomorphism of algebras.
The first statement follows from Lemma 3.1.4 and the second statement is
reduced to:
u([a,bl) ~ [u(a),u(b)],.
Bat, u(la, bl)(y +M) ~ [[a, bl, y} + At aod
[u(a),u(b)l,(y+M) ~ u(a)u(b)(y+M)- 2:P(a(a)"a(b),)a(bha(a),(y+M) ~
u(a)([b,y] + M) - 2:P(a(a)"a(b),)a(bl,({a"y] + M) ~
[a, [b,yll- LP(a(a)"a(b),)[,-, {aa,YII + At ~ [{a,bl,,1 + M.
For the last equality we usc Jacobi indentity.
We can now apply the induction hypothesis to (M,rY, LjM). Then there exists
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a nonzero Ii E LIM such that u(x)(a) = 0, for all x E M. Let Ii = b + M,
bE [,. So, [x,(b)] E M for all x E M.
Observation 3.2.1. The H-Lie subalgebra, alg(b), generated by (b) is spanned
by monomials tv, where tv are words composed of elements of (b) with a certain
bracket structure. Let r he the set of monomials w defined by induction on
the degree a8 follows. If deg w = 1, then tv E (b), and if deg tv = n > 1 then
tv = [Wl,W2], where WI' W1 E r,degwl,dcg W2 < n. If we denote by al9(b) the
ll-Lie subalgcbra generated by (b), then alg(b} = SpanI'. We can show that
Spanr is an H-suocomodule by induction on the degree of the tv that span
Spanr. If dcgw = 1, then W E (b), hence p(w)(b) E r. If degw > 1, let w =
[W1>W2] and expressp(wd = L:w;0h;,p(W2) =I:wj0hj, whercwi,wi E r
and hi,hj E H. Therefore p(w) =:: [p(wd,p(w~)] =:: [I: Wi 0 hi, I: Wj @h j ] =::
I:[Wi, WjJ '3 h,hj E Sp<lnf '3 H.
Now, because M and alg{b) are ll-subcomodules of L, then M + alg(b)
is a.n fI-subcolllodule of I,. The fact that M + alg{b) is a Lie subalgebra is
shown by induction as follows. The basis of induction is: for any x EM, I E
(b), [x,IIE M.
Now, consider I =:: [n,m] E alg{b). Then, express
[x,[n,m]] =:: [[x,n],m] - L:.B(nl,md[[x,mo],no]. Let n =:: [b(I), ... ,Mk)] and
m = [b(l), ... , b(I<)], where b(') ,bUl E (b). Also, p(n) =:: L:[bLl ), ... ,b~k)]0b\l) ...blk )
and p(m) = L:[l\P), ... ,~(k)] @6;(1) ...bl (k). Hence
where [b~'), ... ,b~k)] is a commutator of degree k in (b) and [~(I), ...,~ (k)J is a
commutator of degree I in (b). Therefore, the induction hypothesis applies and
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we have that [x, [lI,m]] E M.
Hence, we have that At + a/g(b) = L by maximality of M. Consider Vo =
{v E Vlx(v) =O,Vx E M},thesubspaceofV. Now, Vo -1-0, by the induction
hypothesis applied to M. Also, Vo is stable under Ii, for any b' E (b), since
'rix EM, x(v) = °implies that
xb'(v) = [x,b'l(v) +LfJ(XI,b'I)~xo{v) = 0, "Ix E M.
Hence b'v E Vo_ Now, due to the fact that the restriction of (b) to Vo is a
nilpotent sllbspacc of End(Vo), the following lemma gives a nonzero vector
1) E Vo, such that (b)(v) = 0. Then, obviously, alg{b)(v) = O. Since L =
M +alg{b) , we obtain that £(v) = 0. 0
Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose that V#-Q is afinite.dimensional H-comodu/e and
bE EndV is such that (b) is nilpotent. Then there exists °#- v E V such that
(b)(v) = O.
Proof: Consider W = {v E VI{b)v = O} W #- °since (b) is nilpotent. Pick
v#-O in V. If {b)v = 0, we are done. Otherwise, take Ii E (b) such that
b'v #- °and replace v by b'v and so on. This process ends after at most m - 1
steps, where m is a number such that {b)m = 0.
We show that W is a subcomodule. Consider W = Span{c1>""Ck}, and
extend it to V = Span{c!> ... ,cn}, k:S n. From Lemma 3.1.1 we have p(Cj) =
Le.0cij, d(c;j) = LCiI0c,j, p(E;j) = LE,t0cI,S(cj,). We know that
; I I,'
p(W) C W 0 H. Fix b' E (b). We know p(li) E (b) 0 H. Hence
(3.2.1)
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\Vc want to prove that
Express b' = L ApqEpq . Then (3.2.2) becomes
41
(3.2.2)
L>.""Epqei0C;j =0* LA",Cp0Cqj = Lep0 2::)"l'</cqj =0.
',1',1 1',1 P q
From (3.2.1) we have:
LApqL E.t 0 C.pS(c"I)(ej ( 1) =0, i::;k=}
','
LAI"IC, 0c.pS(cqj) = 0 =} "Is, L ApqC.pS(cqj) = 0 co}
p,q,' p,q
L Al"l(S(c"..))c,pS(cqj) = 0, Tim =} L AmqS(Cqj) = 0, "'1m.
.
Since 5 is bijective, 2:q >",.,qcq; = 0, "1m. o
Note 3.2.1. If we apply Theorem 3.2.1. to ordinary Lie algebras with H = k,
we get the usual Engel's Theorem 1.2.1. For H a group algebra of an abelian
group, we do not get Engel's Theorem for color Lie supera!gehras 2.3.1., he-
cause our comodule hypothesis is stronger than what we assume in Theorem
2.3.1., where the nilpotcncy condition is imposed only on homogeneous de--
menta.
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